
Friday May 13, 2022 
 

Busan Race 3: Class 6 (1600M) Allowance / KRW 25 Million 

 

Small but competitive field here. (8) B.J. CHIEF has mixed his form across five starts so far but 

has a 3rd place to his name at this distance in a fair time and comes in having overcome the 

widest draw to come from off the place and run 3rd over 1300M just two weeks ago. In this 

field, he can be on pace or handy and it could be his day. The main danger is (7) WONDERFUL 

BOBCAT. He is two starts into a comeback following almost a year on the sidelines and has put 

in two promising performances in 3rd and 5th, both at 1300M and both times running on. He 

could be peaking third-up here. (5) BOUNTY HUNTER comes back up in trip. He is on a run of 

consistent, if unspectacular performances and he can grind his way to a minor money finish 

again here. (9) AGAIN HELEN and (1) DOCTOR CANDY are others who can enter the 

calculations.  

 

Selections (8) B.J. Chief (7) Wonderful Bobcat (5) Bounty Hunter (9) Again Helen 

Next Best 1, 4 

Fast Start 1, 6, 7, 8 

 

Busan Race 4: Class 5 (1200M) Handicap / KRW 60 Million 

 

(2) DONGBU WORLD is yet to win but is yet to finish any worse than 4th on four outings so far. 

His first three near-misses brought him up in class and he ran well for 3rd place on his first try 

at this level over 1200M on April 15th when he was on pace throughout, briefly leading in the 

home straight. Nicely drawn, he only comes up 1kg and he can win here. (1) KKUM NEOMEO 

was a 16/1 winner on debut over this distance on March 25th when he made all. He is up in 

class here but carries the same light weight as on debut and draws the same inside barrier. It 

wouldn’t be a surprise were he to win again. The rest of the field are fillies (and one mare). (6) 

GREEN CHEETAH has won at this distance and has since registered back-to-back 4th places at 

this class. She can be on pace here and be in this a long way. (7) BORAMI and (8) GLOBAL 

YEOSIN are others in the frame. 

 

Selections (2) Dongbu World (1) Kkum Neomeo (6) Green Cheetah (7) Borami 

Next Best 8, 9 

Fast Start 1, 6, 7, 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Busan Race 5: Class 5 (1800M) Allowance / KRW 40 Million 

 

Since getting his maiden win over a mile in early March, (7) ORANGE GARAGE has raced twice 

at this class and distance and finished in 3rd place on both occasions, both times racing handy 

to the speed and in the process registering a time at the distance faster than any of the others 

in this field have managed. He does come up a little in the weights but in this small field will 

be handy again and may take some beating. (3) HOLLYWOOD QUEEN ran on very pleasingly 

for 4th over a mile last time out. She carries a feather weight here and should be available at 

an each-way price again. (2) CENTUM THOR is yet to win in fifteen starts but has been ultra-

consistent with twelve to-five finishes. He has a 2nd place at this class and distance (beaten 

twelve-lengths by Lucas Sun) and will be there or thereabouts again. (5) ADELE BOSS and (8) 

WONDERFUL SECRET can also be considered. 

 

Selections (7) Orange Garage (3) Hollywood Queen (2) Centum Thor (5) Adele Boss 

Next Best 8, 1 

Fast Start 2, 5, 6, 7 

 

Busan Race 6: Class 4 (1400M) Handicap / KRW 60 Million 

 

Another Peter Wolsley-trainee goes on top here. (2) CLEAR was a winner on debut all the way 

back in December 2020 before missing the entire 2021 season and finally returning this 

January. He has improved in each of his three starts since including a 2nd place in a fast time 

(assisted by a muddy and fast track) at this distance on March 20th. He draws great, carries an 

amenable weight, and can win. (10) ALIVE STAR is the logical second pick. He was a class and 

distance winner on April 8th when he sat handy early before striking the front on the turn and 

running on for a very comfortable score. He comes up a full 6kg in the weights for that effort 

but has run well under today’s weight before and he can be dangerous again. (9) GOLDEN 

BYEORAK races for the first time since January when he was a good 3rd at class and distance. 

He has never finished worse than 4th and has run well first-up in the past. He can settle 

midfield and run on here. (12) BOLAVEN and (11) CHOEGANG LIGER also in the placing frame. 

 

Selections (2) Clear (10) Alive Star (9) Golden Byeorak (12) Bolaven 

Next Best 11, 8 

Fast Start 2, 5, 10, 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Busan Race 7: Class 4 (1200M) Handicap / KRW 60 Million 

 

(5) BEOLMAUI STAR was an eye-catching winner on his first two stars in November and 

December but he has made a stuttering start to his three-year-old season finishing 3rd when 

an odds-on favourite in January over 1400M before having another three-months out and 

returning in the KRA Cup Mile on April 17th when he was on pace early but soon ran out of 

energy. This is a much more suitable assignment and he could return to winning ways. (8) 

USURP won back to back races in January and February to rapidly get promoted to this level. 

He comes in having run 2nd at class and distance on April 8th when on pace and will be close 

again today. (1) DONGTEUJA BOY is a winner at this distance and comes in off a decent 3rd 

place at this class on February 25th. He has had a couple of months off since then and coming 

in fresh and from a good gate, may suit. (6) JUST WIN and (2) GOLDEN also have place claims. 

 

Selections (5) Beolmaui Star (8) Usurp (1) Dongteuja Boy (6) Just Win 

Next Best 2, 10 

Fast Start 3, 4, 5, 10 

 

Busan Race 8: Class 3 (1200M) Handicap / KRW 75 Million 

 

A very competitive finale in which plenty have winning claims. With a rating of 50, (8) 

BUSANHANG GALMAEGI is still eligible for class 4 but in taking a swing at this, comes down a 

full 7kg from his 4th place at this distance at class 4 level three weeks ago. He will need to 

improve here as he hasn’t yet posted the kind of times that some of today’s rivals have but he 

should have enough speed to get to the lead and he can measure up. (5) MUJEOK BULPAE and 

(7) NEU DAT race one another again. On April 15th Neu Dat finished 1st and Mujeok Bulpae 2nd 

at class and distance with Neu Dat pretty much making all. They both come up in the weights 

here but it’s to Mujeok Bulpae’s favour and he can overturn the form from that day. (2) FLAT 

BABE and (11) WORLD SOCKS among many others who can compete for at least the places. 

 

Selections (8) Busanhang Galmaegi (5) Mujeok Bulpae (7) Neu Dat (2) Flat Babe 

Next Best 11, 4 

Fast Start 1, 7, 8, 11 

 


